OUR ORGANIZATION

Since 2002, Hospital Sisters Mission Outreach has shipped $91,000,000 in medical supplies
and equipment to over 95 countries including 530 hospitals and clinics in low-resource parts
of the world. Mission Outreach partners with 115 US-Midwest hospitals to acquire their
medical surplus to be sorted and sent out in 40 ft containers with the average value of each
container equaling $138,000 but free to recipient(s). For every $1 raised in support = $7 in
supplies that can be sent to those in need.
In an effort to support the local communities in Illinois during the COVID-19 pandemic,
Mission Outreach sent out $500,000 in personal protective equipment from the current
inventory.

MISSION

...make our mission, your mission

THE IMPACT

Inspired by Christ and St. Francis of Assisi, Hospital Sisters Mission
Outreach cares for people in need through recovery and world-wide
distribution of life-saving medical supplies and equipment.
Hospital Sisters Mission Outreach will implement and utilize best
practices to earn a worldwide reputation as an educator and
provider of critically usable humanitarian aid. Hospital Sisters
Mission Outreach will: educate individuals and organizations on
the unmet medical needs worldwide; increase understanding of our
model for accepting and making donations; and acquire
contributions to help offset costs of deliveries of humanitarian aid
throughout the world. These best practices will be
established to expand the program
to other locations and share our
knowledge and experience with
organizations.The results of our
success will be regularly evaluated
in compliance with our Mission
Integration Principles.
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OUR INVITATION TO YOU
...make our mission, your mission

Your Mission

Business leaders and managers of every stripe make it their mission to
energize and unify a productive workforce. A new location, an
opportunity to see co-workers and managers in new roles, a chance to do
good together can provide a new perspective for your workers and can help you
accomplish your mission.

Our Mission

Hospital Sisters Mission Outreach harnesses the generous volunteer spirit to coordinate shipment of
life-saving medical supplies and equipment; improving the health of tens of thousands of people living in
low-resource countries around the world. Corporations, civic and faith-based groups have learned that
helping us meet our mission; helps them to build the team spirit necessary to meet their organizational
goals.

Our Approach

Each year, Mission Outreach volunteers equal the work of 8 full-time employees. We know the value of
our volunteers and we invest in them. Mission Outreach volunteers are met by knowledgeable staff
members dedicated to creating a positive volunteer experience for each volunteer. Everyone leaves with a
clear sense of accomplishment.
The enclosed materials provide an overview of Mission Outreach and all of the
information you need to book a corporate volunteer event. If you have additional
questions, Our volunteer coordinator will be happy to talk with you or arrange a time for you to
meet in our distribution center to learn more about how your Mission will
help our Mission.
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O U R I M PA C T
Our fingerprints do not fade from the lives we have touched.
-Judy Blume
“We wish to appreciate Hospital Sisters for
the donated medical supplies and all your
support that made our mission trip to
Nigeria a success. Without you guys we can’t
do it alone. We treat, educate and distribute
health information while
sharing the love of JESUS. A lot of
people especially, elderly and children,
benefited from all of the donations
(e.g. rural health centers, school
clinics, motherless babies homes
and more). What could be better
than that? Knowledge they say is
health and together we can touch
the world positively.”
--Universal Mission-Global
Mobile Health in Missouri

RESOURCES

LOVE
HOPE

“I would like to take this time to thank you for
your generous support for the
Chamberlain College of Nursing/Ross
Medical School/Family Hope Charity Global
Healthcare Project to Nairobi, Kenya. With
your support we were able to see over 2,400
patients in a six-day timeframe. We were able
to visit Korogocho, which is a slum, in
Nairobi, and more rural areas in the Rift
Valley. The care that was provided ranged from
infections, malnutrition and more chronic
conditions such as HIV and
diabetes. The people that we saw often
do not have access to basic medical care.
HEALTH
Without your support, this project may
not be possible. Again, thank you for your
support of our mission!
--Kenya Family Hope

“Thousands of people have been blessed by my husband and my ministry on the 11
trips we have led into Bolivia, and now into Uganda--people are always singing our
praises, well I have to say--YOU all are the wind beneath our wings! What we do
would be impossible without Mission Outreach’s help. We get to be the public faces,
but without your help we would be going to their countries empty-handed!”
--Julie Dalecheck, RN
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OUR FACTSHEET
VOLUNTEER FACTS
• Must be 13 years or older
• Ability to lift up to 25 lbs
• Medical background is not required
• Maximum 10 volunteers per group
• No limit on volunteer time
• One adult for every 4 youth
• Sit down jobs are available

VOLUNTEER BENEFITS
An increasing number of businesses are discovering that
volunteerism is an important part of their corporate social
responsibility program. It’s not only good for the local
community and improves the corporate brand, but it’s a
powerful tool for increasing engagement in the workplace.
source: Sponsored by Deloitte as part of a larger editorial package

...make our mission, your mission
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OUR VOLUNTEER POSITIONS

...make our mission, your mission

Medical Supply Sorter
Description:
Volunteers check expiration dates, sort
medical supplies into barrels by category
(gloves, orthopedics, syringes, etc.) and
package supplies into boxes to prepare
them for shipment.
Qualifications:
• Attention to detail
• Ability to read fine print
• Bending and lifting boxes up to 30 lbs.
• Ability to stand/walk for 1½ hours at a
time
• A medical background is not required

Data Entry Facilitator
Description:
Screens all boxes to ensure contents
are properly sorted and packaged.
Enters information about each box
into inventory system, to allow hospital
partners to order items online.
Qualifications:
• Attention to the Hospital Sisters Mission
Outreach process
• Ability to read fine print
• Basic computer skills
• Bending and lifting boxes up to 30 lbs.

Warehouse Assistant

Biomedical Assistant

Multiple opportunities exist:

Description:
Volunteers in this role will check and
repair donations of medical equipment,
sorting of biomedical part and supplies
under the direction of the Biomedical
Engineering Cordinator.

• Order pulling = Assist in pulling items
for upcoming shipments
• Receiving = Weigh incoming donations
and enter into computer system
• Hands on training
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• Bending and lifting up to 30 lbs.
• Ability to identify biomedical parts and
sort by category
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OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
AND TESTIMONIALS
Our Accomplishments:
• Each year our volunteers package a minimum of 18,176 boxes for inventory
• Our volunteers process and send supplies to fill the equivalent 40 forty-foot shipping
containers
• Generous community members volunteer an average of 17,846 hours per year
• Each year two volunteers are nominated for the “Good as Gold” recognition

Here is what our volunteers are saying
about our shared mission...
“It was great being a part of something bigger than yourself and to know that you
were helping to lessen the medical waste that happens every day while being able
to help people who need the medical items. Great Organization!”

“It makes me feel great to give back to society by filling my
social responsibility.”

“I was amazed to learn of the scope and impact Mission Outreach has
had in other countries. I was astounded by how many people are served
through this effort.”
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OUR VOLUNTEEERING
AND HOW TO GET INVOLVED
Volunteer Opportunities
4930 LaVerna Road · Springfield, IL 62707
Monday-Friday

8:30 AM-11:30 AM or 1:00-3:30 PM
All volunteers will check in at our kiosk for tracking of their
hours. Special service hour letters can be provided upon request.
(Closed the first Tuesdays of every month for
organization and deep cleaning of all surfaces)

VOLUNTEER BENEFITS

...make our mission, your mission

90% of Corporate Volunteers surveyed indicated that
partnering with a reputable nonprofit
organization enhances their brand and 89%
believe partnering leverages their ability to
improve the community.
source: America’s Charities 2015 Snapshot

Follow us at...
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To volunteer, please contact
Sue McMillan at
217.525.8843 option 2 or
sue.mcmillan@mission-outreach.org
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